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 This study described the implementation of Lean Production System (LPS) for process 

optimization in Automotive Manufacturing Industries. Objective of this study is to 
determine the process optimization at the Parking Brake Assembly line based on the 

Lean Production System (LPS). During the Parking Brake Assembly line running there 

are several problems occur that is a waste of space, motion, man power usage and there 
is no support system during the operation that contributes to the waiting time and 

inventory. So the purpose of this study is to eliminate waste that involve during the 

Parking Brake Assembly line running. To ensure the objective that been targeted is 
achieved, several analyses have been conduct by using specified method to overcome 

the problem and come out with the process optimization. Method that been use during 
the analysis calculates the Parking Brake Assembly time (takt time and cycle time). 

Then identify waste of each operator based on the calculation result followed by the 

calculation of the required workstation for the process optimization. All the analysis 
that been conduct completely has result the identification of Parking Brake Assembly 

line process optimization. These results considered successfully or accepted because the 

Parking Brake Assembly line has become a continuously one-piece flow process from 
the beginning until the finish good part and successfully reduce the operator from four 

to three operators to perform the Parking Brake Assembly operation line. The efficiency 

has been increased from 54.47% to 73.74% and this made the efficiency of Parking 

Brake Assembly line increased about 19.27%. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The lean production system is a derivative from the Toyota production system. Its philosophy is focused on 

process management with the reduction of seven types of wastes such as over production, waiting, 

transportation, inventory, over processing motion and defects to improve the aggregated value as a whole. It‟s as 

the main objective obtaining the maximum production with minimum resources (Walter, 2011). There are a lot 

of benefits to apply Lean Production System in the factory such as reduced lead time, less rework, Financial 

saving, increased process understanding, reduced inventory and less process work. 

 According to Melton (2005), any activity in a process which does not add value to the customer is called 

“waste.” Wastes are something that must be eliminated to ensure manufacture process run smoothly and to 

increase profit. For the sample is over production, it is product made for no specific customer. Second is 

waiting, it is as people, equipment or product wait to be processed is not adding any value to the customer. Third 

is transportation, it is moving the product to several locations. Fourth is inventory, it is storage of products, 

intermediates, raw material and so on. Fifth is over processing; it is when a particular process step does not add 

value to the product. Sixth is motion; it is the excessive movement of the people who operate the manufacturing 

facility is wasteful. And lastly is Defect, it is the error during the process either requiring rework or additional 

work.  

 The part of Lean Production philosophy, there are tooled and concept like just-in-time (J.I.T) is a 

production method were introduced in Japan as a means for reducing cost. By lowering inventory levels, 
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production inefficiencies are identified and targeted for improvement. Second is Jidoka, this is series of cultural 

and technical issues regarding the use of machines and manpower together, utilizing people for the unique tasks 

(William, 2002). Third is 5S (Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, Shitsuke) it is a visual housekeeping technique 

which devolved control to the shop floor. (Melton, June, 2005) Fourth cellular manufacturing, Fifth is poka 

yoke; it‟s an “error proofing” technique. Sixth is total productive maintenance; Seven is kanban, its visual signal 

to support flow by „pulling‟ product through the manufacturing process as required by the customer (Melton, 

2005). Lastly, Visual control is a method of measuring performance at the shop floor which was visual and 

owned by the operators teams (Melton, 2005).  

 

Literature Review: 

A. Lean Production System: 

 Ever since Henry Ford invented the assembly line, industrial innovators have constantly focused on 

improvement through a variety of different manufacturing strategies. Lean Manufacturing is a manufacturing 

strategy that seeks to produce a high level of throughput with a minimum of inventory. In addition to 

eliminating waste, lean manufacturing seeks to provide optimum quality by building in a method whereby each 

part is examined immediately after manufacture, and if there is a defect, the production line stops so that the 

problem can be detected at the earliest possible time. The lean manufacturing method has much in common with 

the Total Quality Management (TQM) strategy. Both strategies empower workers on the assembly line, in the 

belief that those closest to production have the greatest knowledge of how the production system should work 

(Simon, 2009).  

 

B. Overview of Motion and Time Study: 

 The term time study and motion study have been given many interpretations since their origin. Generally, it 

can be determine as time standard and motion study developed for improving methods. Objective of time study 

and motion study is to find ideal method or the method nearest to the ideal that can be practically used, whereas 

in the past the emphasis too often on improving existing methods, rather than carefully defining the problem, 

formulating objective and then finding the preferred solution (Li, 2008). 

 Motion and time study is the systematic study of work system with the purpose of:  

1 Developing the preferred system and method-usually the one with the lowest cost 

2 Standardizing this system and method  

3 Determining the time required by a qualified and properly trained person working at normal pace to do a 

specific task or operation 

4 Assisting in training the worker in the preferred method. 

 Motion and time study composed of fours parts, as this definition shows. However, the two main parts and 

those that will be given greatest emphasis are: 

1. Motion study or work methods design – for finding the preferred method of doing work. That is the ideal 

method or the nearest to it. 

2. Time study or work measurement – for determining the standard time to perform a specific task (Li, 2008). 

 Work Method is the way of job is being performed. Method study is the systematic recording and critical 

examination of existing and proposed ways of doing work, as a means of developing and applying easier and 

more effective methods and reducing costs. The scope of work method is not restricted to only manufacturing 

industries. This technique can be applied effectively in service sector as wall. It can be applied in offices, 

hospitals, banks and other service organization.  

 

a. Workload balancing and one piece floor: 

 The operational element (machine time, man time and setup time) of each product are examined with 

relation to takt time. Machine time is compared to takt time in order to determine if the fixed cycle time of any 

piece of equipment is greater than the takt time. If this is so, action must be taken to change the available time, 

offload, reduce the cycle time, change process, add equipment, split demand, etc. if the operation remains 

greater than takt time, it will need to be balanced with in process Kanban inventory and/or additional shifts 

(Rahani, 2012). 

 When the operations are balanced to takt time, it is posible to take advantage of a one piece flow approach 

to workflow instead of running in large batch quantities. With one-piece flow,the manufacturing lead-time, level 

of inventory and feedback on quality issues are far superior to that of a batch and queue system. In the one-piece 

flow approach, product are passed one piece at a time from operation to operation with first –in/ first-out (FIFO) 

priority it shown as Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1: One piece flow work cell. 

 

b. Process Chart: 

 Process chart is a device for recording a process in a compact manner, as means of better understanding it 

and improving it. The chart represent graphically the separate steps or event that occurring during the 

performance of a task or during a series of action (Li, 2008). Process chart include process mapping, cell design, 

cell layout and time study. 

 

C. Work Standardization: 

 Work standardization definition is exactly same group of motion to get thing done. Standardize work 

required because to deliver product that achieved customer order on time, fulfill 100% quality requirement, meet 

design specification as per drawing standard, appearance and etc. the most important factor in standardize work 

is the process method whereby part can be produced with the same quality and speed whoever performed it 

(Information on http://www.mai.org.my).  

 

D. Process Control: 

 Process control focuses on stabilizing the process, institutionalizing the change and driving continuous 

improvement activities. The production processes of many manufacturing operations are not in control nor are 

they performing the levels necessary to support a lean environment; therefore, there is a need to address these 

areas as part of the implementation.  

 After having set the new standard, the performance level should not be limited to that standard, so 

continuous improvement tools are used to establish a new level of performance. A good management practice to 

consider implementing would be that of expecting standards to improve twice per year (Rahani, 2012).  

 This element brings to light several activities that lay the foundation necessary for a company to reach 

world-class levels of performance and it is the pursuit of these activities that sets the wheels of continuous 

improvement in motion, thereby developing processes that are more robust, reliable and predictable. Process 

control highlights six important activities such as single minute exchange of dies, total productive maintenance, 

poka yoke, 5S, and visual control (Rahani, 2012). 

 

Case Study: 

 Parking Brake Assembly located at Assembly line 5. In the parking brake assembly, there are included 

seven (7) operations (later on we call OP1 – OP7). To perform OP1 to OP7 four (4) Operators are needed to 

complete the Parking brake assembly process. Operator no 1 will involve with OP1 until OP4, operator no 2 

take part from OP4 until OP5 to continue process, and then operator no 3 continue the process until OP6.Lastly, 

operator no 4 completed the process from OP7 until the finish good (FG).Fig.2 shows the current process 

map.The Parking Brake Assembly cycle time taken based on previous data. Total of the cycle time for Parking 

Brake Assembly is 195 sec. The total of the cycle time is divided by four workers based on their process. 

Identification of waste occurring is made during the Parking Brake production running based on the previous 

cycle time. In this project the mapping process is used to analyze the workflow in the Parking Brake assembly 

line. By using the mapping process it is easy to visualize the movement of the operator and the operation 

sequence. Fig.3 shows the spaghetti diagram.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Current Process Map. 
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Fig. 3: Mapping Process. 

 

1.0 Case Study Identification: 

 This process is to identify the waiting time (waste) in the Parking Brake Assembly line. The method that 

has been used to identify the problem is Gemba. The Gemba is done during the actual time of the production 

process at the Parking Brake assembly line. The data analyze by using the Ishikawa Diagram as shown in Fig.4. 

Ishikawa diagram is use to identify the most priorities of the root cause to be taken action.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Ishikawa Diagram. 

 
Table 1: Problem identification results. 

  
 
Table 2: Why-Why Analysis 

 
 

1.2 Corrective action: 

 This step is to identify and eliminate the cause of the problem. It focuses on the systematic investigation of 

the root causes of non-conformities in an attempt to prevent their recurrence (for corrective action) or to prevent 

occurrence (for preventive action) as shows in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Corrective Action 

 
 

2.0 Current Data Collection: 

 The current data collection is done before proceed to the improvement identification. This process consists 

of specifications in the current data of Parking Brake Assembly line. There are several data that been collected 

before the analyzed is been conduct. The current data that been collected are material flow, operator movement, 

mapping process, cycle time process, current Takt time and graph comparison.  

 

2.1 Current Material flow: 

 This process shows the actual Parking Brake assembly line situation. All the current material flow has 

shown in Fig.5. 

 

2.2 Current Operators Movement: 

 This process shows the actual Parking Brake assembly line situation. All the current operator movements 

have shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Current Material Flow. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Current Operator Movement. 
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2.3 Current Cycle Time Process: 

 The cycle time obtained from the current data shows in Table 4.5 for operator 1 and 2, and Table 4.6 for 

operator 3 and 4. The totals cycle time based on the four operators who involve in the Parking Brake Assembly 

process. The cycle time is shown include with the detail‟s motion. 
 

Table 4: Cycle time current data OP 1 and OP 2  

 
 

 
 
Table 5: Cycle time current data OP 3 and OP 4 

 
 

2.4 Takt Time Parking Brake Assembly: 

 Cycle time represent the current capacity/capability of the existing operation, whereas Takt time is based on 

projected customer demand, not the ability of the current process to perform. In order to accommodate the 

volume variation and design a level production schedule the cell design daily production rate will be 21 days 

and 8.25 hours per shift. Eq.1 show calculation of parking brake assembly takt time 

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  2 𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
21 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠  𝑋 8.25 2 𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

13,950
        (1) 

= 89.5 𝑠𝑒𝑐/𝑝𝑐 

 

2.5 Comparison Graph: 

 Based on the Fig.7 below, takt time of the Parking Brake Assembly line is 89.5 second. Operator number 1 

is the highest cycle time (67 sec.) compare to the other operator. Operator number 4 is second (54 sec.) follow 

by operator number 2 (40 sec.) and then operator number 3 (34 sec.).  

 

3.0 Analysis Current Data 

The purpose of this process is to analyze the current data that become the potential contributor of making the 

problem occur. The analyze that been conducted is by using the Takt time in Fig.7 and operator movement in 

Fig.9. Fig.8 shown waste that been identified in each operators cycle time. Operator number 3 is the highest 

waste compare to the other operator (55.5 sec.). Operator number 2 is second (49.5 sec.) follow by operator 

number 4 (35.5 sec.) and then operator number 1 (22.5 sec.). 
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Fig.7: Comparison graph between four operators. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Identified Waste. 

 

3.1 Current mapping: 

 Fig.9 shows the movement of operator for current mapping. There are wastes of motion happen during the 

Parking Brake operation. Operator one motion is more than the other operator and that has become the 

contributor to the waste of motion during the operation.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Current Mapping 

 

4.0 Improvement Identification: 

4.1 Total Cycle Time Calculation: 

 This process is to identify the possible improvement that can be done to tackle the problem. There are 

several steps being conduct to identify the possible improvement. Total cycle time calculation is a combination 

between the cycle time of the four operators involve in this process propose to implementation based on takt 

time to eliminate waste in Table 6.The calculation of the total cycle time as shown in Eq.2 below. 

 
Table 6: Takt Time of waste elimination 
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𝑇𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

=
195.00 𝑠𝑒𝑐

89.50 𝑠𝑒𝑐
 

 = 2.181 @ 3 Operators/required 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
 

 =
1195.00 𝑠𝑒𝑐

3 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
 

 = 65.0 𝑠𝑒𝑐         (2) 

 

4.2 Cycle Time Estimation: 

 Based on the total cycle time that has been calculated before, the total operators suggest to reduce from 4 

operators to 3 operators. The total cycle time shows in Fig.10. The estimation is made based on parking brake 

assembly takt time. Based on figure above, estimation is made based on three operators. Result from the 

calculation show the new cycle time for operator did not exceed the takt time of Parking Brake Assembly line. 

Cycle times have been balance to 65 second as average for each operator.  

 

5.0 Improvement execution: 

5.1 Yamazumi chart: 

 Yamazumi chart shows the total cycle time for each operator when they run in the flow of the production 

process . Balanced man-hour between operators comparable with takt time, and Yamazumi chart namely used as 

a tool to continue improvement for process balancing. Fig.11 shows Process task transfer using Yamazumi 

chart. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Cycle Time Estimation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Yamazumi Chart Transfer task. 

 

5.2 Cycle Time after task transfer: 

 Table 7 shows the new cycle time based on the improvements that have been made from the process 

chart.Based on the table above, show the task of the operator that been consider after the process chart 

completed. Operator one have 23 task and the cycle time is 65 second. Operator numbers two have 21 tasks and 

the cycle time is 64 second. Operator numbers three have 20 tasks and the cycle time is 66 second.  
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 After making the cycle time, the new Process charts have been made based on the new cycle time from 

Yamazumi chart. Mapping process used in this project is to re-layout Machine area so that it can reduce 

operator‟s movement. This layout is taken based on the analysis of current mapping. The new mapping process 

has been made from four operators to three operators as per show in Fig.14. 

 The missing nut adjuster during the process 6 has being identified to be the problem that often occurred 

during the parking brake adjuster nut assembly. Additional improvement applies using the poka-yoke tool to 

overcome this problem. The tool that has being constructed to ensure the nut adjuster installed before send to the 

next process shows in Fig.12 and Standard Operation Procedure (S.O.P) has been created. 

 
Table 7: Cycle time after process chart 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12: Poka yoke installation. 

 

5.3 Cycle time After Poka Yoke: 

 Table 8 Shows the new cycle time based on the additional poka yoke that have been had in operation 6. 

Based on the table above show the new cycle time of additional poka-yoke that has been implemented. Operator 

number 2 cycle time change from 64 second to 67 second after the additional 3 second form the poka-yoke been 

add. 

 

5.4 Efficiency calculation and cost reduction estimation: 

 Efficiency of the Parking Brake Assembly line is being calculate to identify the efficiency before and after 

the improvement has been made as shows in Eq. 3  

 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑋 𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

 Before =
195.00 𝑠𝑒𝑐

(4 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠  𝑋 89.5 𝑠𝑒𝑐 )
 

 = 54.47% 
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 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  
198 𝑠𝑒𝑐

(3 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑋 89.5𝑠𝑒𝑐)
 

 = 73.74%     (3) 

 

 Above show the efficiency of Parking Brake Assembly line after the improvement have been execute. The 

efficiency has been increased from 54.47% to 73.74% and this made the efficiency of Parking Brake Assembly 

line increased about 19.27%. 

 Parking brake assembly line cost reduction estimation 

 Cost one operator per month 

 Salary basic + allowance = RM1100.00 

 Medical = RM200.00 

 Total = RM1300.00 

  = Total cost per month x 12 month 

  = RM1300 x 12 months  

  = RM15600.00 per year 

 
Table 8: Cycle Time after Poka Yoke. 

 

 
 

5.4 Yamazumi chart before after: 

 Below show the Yamazumi chart before and after the improvement has been made. The operator has been 

successfully reduced from four to three operators as per shown in Figure 13 

 

5.5 Mapping process before after: 

 Below show the mapping process before and after the improvement has been made. The waste of motion is 

successfully eliminate by re – layout the machine position and the operator reduction as per shown in Figure 14 

is comparison before and after improvement. 
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Fig. 13: Yamazumi chart before After. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: The comparison before and after improvement. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In terms of the process or operation that involve in the Parking Brake assembly line, there are several 

improvements that been made based on the analysis that has been conduct during the study. Improvement that 

been conduct has result the study to successfully come out with the new process balancing of the Parking Brake 

assembly line. 

 The improvements that successfully been conduct during the project are the eliminating of the inventory 

during the Parking Brake assembly process and resulting in the one-piece flow operation at the Parking Brake 

assembly line. Workload between the operators that been identified during the analysis have been successfully 

solved by reducing the usage of the operator from four to three based on the takt time. The efficiency of the 

Parking Brake Assembly line also has been increased from 54.47% to 73.74% after the improvement being 

done. After that the estimation of cost reduction also shows that the Parking Brake Assembly line has reduced 

about Rm15600 per year for one operator. 

 For further improvement, this project can be extended with several proposals that suitable for the Parking 

Brake assembly line as follows: 

1 Add kanban system at the Parking Brake assembly. The kanban system is between warehouses that supply 

the raw material to the Parking Brake assembly line. It will make easier for monitoring the supply of the 

raw material when finish 

2 Add footprint at the Parking Brake assembly. This footprint use to visualize the area and show the purpose 

of the area within the Parking Brake assembly so that operator knows the area that they should stay. 

3 Kaizen at the W.I.P (A) and W.I.P (E) that involves with the racking for the raw material. Add two more 

racking to make the operator easy to put the empty box under the two racking and not walk long to put the 

empty box. 

4 Kaizen at every operation that involve the reject part place. It made temporary reject part area at every 

operation so the operator did not have to walk to the permanent reject part area.  

5 Work instruction can be implement to the Parking Brake assembly because it detailed instruction that 

specify exactly what step to follow to carry out a process or activity. Work instruction contains much more 

detail than a procedure and is only created if very detailed instructions are needed. 
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